In this case we say that P is weaker than Q. It P ~ Q then we say that P and Q are equally strong.
(ii) P < Q =^ degP ^ degQ. This is clear by definition of P. In particular, W(Q) is a finite-dimensional complex vectorspace (consequence of[H2], 10.4.1). ([H2] , 10.4.7). For our purposes it suffices to know that E(Q) is holomorphically convex (cf. [M] ).
(hi) E(Q) is a linearly convex, open subset of W(Q)
We assume the integers n, m to be fixed throughout this paper. The letters c, C denote positive constants which only depend on n and m. We use the notations l$h=El^l' Kloo:=max|^|: ^(^...^eC 71 .
For K = R, C and p >, 0 let BK-^^UeK-ll^oo^p}.
In the case p = 1 we simply write BK" . Further let r' :={^ec 7 ' | |^i | =...=|^| =1} if reN.
THEOREM. -Let Q € Po\'(n,m), H C E(Q) be a compact set and p >_ 0. Then there exists A ^ 1 and a bounded measurable function 1]: R" -> R
71 such that (1.1) P(0<A|P(e+C+^(0)h Pcn^eR^CeBc^p), ze~v 1 .
Our proof of this theorem is long and will occupy the rest of this section. First it requires a detailed study of the function P(^t) :
1.3. LEMMA. -Let Q e Pol^yi.m) and II C E(Q) be compact. Then there exists B >, 1 such that (1.2) B-1 ^ P($, t)/Q(^ t)<B: P e n, $ e R 71 , ^ i.
Proof. -By 1.1 (i) the expression Nq(P) :== svip{P(^t)/Q(^t) | € R", t >: 1} defines a norm on IV(Q). Now let R € II be fixed. Since Q < R we havê := inf{J?(^)/Q(^) | $ € R", ^ 1} > 0 .
FRANK MANTL1K
For any P € UJR := {P € W(Q) | ^(7; -P) < &fi/2} we get > R^^P^> W: ^R^>1.
0(^0 ~ Q(^r)
Since o^ is an open neighborhood of R it follows from the compactness of II that there exists bo > 0 with P(^t) > boQ(^t) : P € H, ^ € R", t > 1 .
On the other hand the bonndedness of 11 implies that
Bo := sup{jVo(P) | P € n} < oo , [H2], 11.1.9). -There exists c > 0 such that for any P, Q € Po\ '(n, m) and $ € C 71 we have : if
holds' wi^A some B >, 1 then
(1-5) (1.6) C,B\Q(^\ < CiB^IP^^OI. 
In tlie case ^o($) < -D we have
With suitable c > 0 we obtain the lefthand side of (1.7). The second inequality follows from tills one by interchanging the roles of P and Q. D 1.6. LEMMA (cf.
[H2], 10.4.2). -There exists C >. 1 such that for any P € Pol(n, 7/1), $ € C" and r > 0 :
(1.9) C~^T <^ max{^(^ + ?/) | ?/ € BK"(T)} ifP is uoiiconstant .
This holds for K = R cUKi K = C.
Proof.
Assertion ( Ad (1.9) : first we note that for r > 0 and r] € B|<"(r),
ft by Taylor's formula. As a consequence we have the estimate (1.10) ?($+//, r) <, CiP(^r) : PePol^mUeC^eBc^r), which will be used later. By (1.8) there exists for fixed $ € C 71 and r > 0 an // € B«"(7") such that
In particular then P(^ 4" rj) ^ 0 and
From (1.4) it follows that 6p(^ + 77) > C^T, hence the assertion. D Now we can already prove a preliminary version of Theorem 1.2 :
Proof. -By Lemma 1.3 there exists B >, 1 such that
With Ai := (1 + B^/c ^ 1 we get from (1.7),
By (1.9) we have 
Proof. -First we have by (1.8) (note that ^>kP € Pol(n,2m)),
|o;|=A; |o:|=A; |a|=A;
Furthermore an easy calculation shows that With (1.14) and (1.15) we obtain the assertion. D 1.9. LEMMA. -There exist 0 < c < 1 < C such that for any P, Q € Pol'(n, m) and $ C FT the following holds : let 0 < k < m -1 and B > 1 with
3=^ j=k
Further let y ^ 1 sucA ^Aa^ <> := (-----l)/C' ^ 1. Then wo have witĥ 1+B 4 ) :
This implies by Leibniz' rule,
G2^-^(^0)(0 for any multiindex /3 (C'2 ^ 1). In particular then (^.Q)(0 7^ 0 and kQ^^/^QW^ ^ C'2^-1 : ft + 0 .
An application of (1.4) yields
By (1.13) and (1.16) we also have
Using (1.7) we obtain
: ' / with 0 < C2 ^ 1. Let ^ be so large that v ^ 1 . Then
with CT ^ 1, hence
J=A;+1
With c := C2, G ^ €7 we obtain the first assertion. (i') |P(C+^)|^P(^T,): Pen.^eT 1 .
Now note that the set
Up := {?(. + o | p e n, c e Be" (p +1)} is a compact subset of E(Q) since for fixed C the polynomial P(-+ C) is equally strong as P. So we may assume that (1°),..., (F 1 ) is already proved for lip instead of II. It follows that for any i? e Z 71 there exists ^ € Bpn (r), where r := max{ro,..., r^}, such that if |$ -^ <. 1 we have for each P (E II, C € Be" (p) and z € T 1 : In what follows the statements (2*') (0 ^ k ^ m) will be needed :
3Bk >. i VP e n, $ e n^., t>. i :
J=k j=k
With the constants c, C in Lemma 1.9 we set ( CVk \ .
:= r^B 4 ' 1 )/ 0 and ^:= cf (l+^)(l+^).
Then for each 0 <, k <, m -1 we have by (2^) and Lemma 1.9, if z^ > 1,
Now the proof of (1^), (2^') proceeds by induction on k. Recall that by Corollary 1.7 there exist A, ^ >_ 1 such that (5) Vr ^ fi, $ € R" 3r/ 6 BR,, (r) VP € I! : P(^ r) < A|P(^ + '/y)| .
Without loss of generality we may assume that Q 6 II.
Case k = 0. -Lemma 1.3 yields the existence of Do satisfying (2°). Choose vo >_ 1 such that I>Q > 1 and define Q^ ^i as above. Let TO := i>o and for any $ € Qy choose r^ := 0 € BR^ (7-0). We obtain
for P € n, ^ € T 1 , i.e. (1°) is satisfied.
Case 1 :< A; < m. -The inductive assumption yields (2^' -l ) and (4°),..., (4 A -1 ). Since ^y,. C Q^._^ this implies for $ € ^., ^ ^ ^_i :
.y=A-For 1 < t < />/,_i this yields nt in
/'E^^m).
J=A-
Analogous estimates hold with P and Q interchanged. Setting DI, := 2Z?/,_i7>;.^-/'' we obtain (2^). Now let /^. := max{/^ i>u,..., ^._j } (^ 1) .
For P € n,^ € ^4.1 (.; = 0,..., k -1), r > /^. it follows from (4^) : )).
An application of Taylor's formula gives for P e II, ^ e T 1 :
This yields (1^').
In tlie case A; = m we clioose r^ > 1 such that
Let $ € n^ :== ^^ be fixed and choose ^ € B^(r^n) such that (11) P($,r^)^A|P($+^)|: Pen (cf. (5)).
Using (6), (10) and (11) 
Some distribution spaces.
We adopt the standard notations for spaces of tost functions and distributions {cf. [HI] (ii) It is our intention to keep the spaces B~^ as small as possible. Tills can be achieved by letting the function cr tend to +00 very slowly. The reason why we have introduced the space Bj~^ is that it contains each B*^', yet it is small enough to give quite precise information on the growth at infinity of solutions of the equation P(Z))fp = 6 when P runs through E(Q) and fp depends analytically on P (cf. the remark at the end of [M] From (2.6) we thus obtain with '0 = a ' y.
The case p = oo can be treated analoguously. D
COROLLARY. -Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.7 the mapping v ^ (v, •} identifies B^., isometrically with the dual of the normed space (P, || • ||^.). In particular, B^, is complete. Furthermore we have
(2-7) B^; ^ B^. .
Proof. -Clearly, v ^ {v,'} defines an isometric embedding of B*/^., into (P, || • 11^.)'. We have to show that it is onto. So let £ be a continuous linear form on (P, || • ||^.). By Lemma 2.7 we have (2.8) \(S/a^}\ < \\£\\ ||^/a||^: < K\\£\\ |H|,,, :. ^ € P .
If p < oo then 'Bp'^1 is the dual space ofBp^., so t € B,^., C B^.,. Hence £ e B^ and ||^||^,, = ||^j|,/,,/ ^ A-||^||;^ by (2.8).'
In the case p = oo we can analoguously derive (2.8) with a replaced by (T\(p) := a(p) -1. Since S «-> Boo,fc the functional ^i := t/ai can be extended such that |(^i,^)| < K\\t\\ ||^||oo,A; holds for all ^ € S. Hence i\ G <?' and the Fourier transform of t\ is a continuous linear form on S equipped with the norm sup |fc(-^)^(^)|. But then (^i,<^) = / (p(^)dp,(^) with a measure dp, in R" of total mass J \dfi(^)\/k(-^) < oo. Noting that r := (7i/or e 5 we obtain ^/cr == r^i € 5' and (^/o^ = (27^)-n f*d/A which is a (^-function satisfying ; |Wa) A ($)|/A;(-0 ^ < oo, i.e. (^) e Bi,^. As in the case p < oo we conclude that i € B^ and |K||i"^ :< J^'H^K^;' by the closed graph theorem.
' ' ' Q Now we shall investigate how a differential operator with constant coefficients acts in the spaces B^ ' (1 <, q <, oo, .k e 1C) . If P(x) = a^ is a polynomial in x € R" we consider the differential expression 
Parameter depending differential operators.
We come back to the main topic of this article. Let Q € Pol^y^m) be fixed. Consider a family of differential operators (ii) Jl(P)f€^(A,BJ)forajiy^€W(Q).
In the following corollaries we do not make any assumptions concerning A : 
